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ABSTRACT

This paper highlights recent advances in image compression
aided by 3-D geometry information. As two examples, we
present a model-aided video coder for eÆcient compression
of head-and-shoulder scenes and a geometry-aided coder for
4-D light �elds for image-based rendering. Both examples
illustrate that an explicit representation of 3-D geometry is
advantageous if many views of the same 3-D object or scene
have to be encoded. Waveform-coding and 3-D model-based
coding can be combined in a rate-distortion framework,
such that the generality of waveform coding and the eÆ-
ciency of 3-D models are available where needed.

1. INTRODUCTION

Source models play an important role in image and video
coding. Knowledge that is available a priori and that can
be represented appropriately need not be transmitted. Rate
distortion theory allows us to calculate a lower bound for
the average bit-rate of any coder, if a maximum permissi-
ble average distortion may not be exceeded. Often, practi-
cal schemes perform close to their rate-distortion theoret-
ical bounds. It may not be concluded, however, that this
fundamentally prevents us from inventing even more eÆ-
cient coding schemes. Rate distortion theoretical bounds
are valid only for a given source model, and often these
models are rather crude. A more sophisticated source model
might result in a lower rate at a given distortion. Better
source models are the key to more eÆcient image compres-
sion schemes.

The majority of images are the result of a camera point-
ing to a three-dimensional scene. The scene consists mostly
of surfaces reecting the illumination towards the cam-
era according to well understood physical laws. Three-
dimensional models throughout this paper are models cap-
turing the three-dimensional spatial structure of a scene in
front of the camera along with the optical and photometric
laws that govern the image formation process. Given that
3-D models seem such a natural �t for image compression,
their success for this application has been remarkably poor.
Almost all practical compression schemes are based on ran-
dom process models that ignore the 3-D nature of the world

being imaged.
The attempt to explicitly recover 3-D structure for a

still image and use this information for coding is not very
promising. The projection of the 3-D scene onto the image
plane is an enormous data reduction, and a 3-D reconstruc-
tion has to overcome many ambiguities. How, for example,
would one encode a (at) photograph in a 3-D scene? We
may, however, bene�t from an explicit 3-D model when en-
coding a large set of 2-D images, where each individual
image represents essentially the same 3-D scene, but pos-
sibly from a di�erent viewing angle and/or at a di�erent
point in time. For example, for a video sequence resulting
from a camera moving through a static 3-D (Lambertian)
environment, we would ideally transmit a texture-mapped
3-D model of the environment once, and then only update
the 3-D motion parameters of the camera.

In this paper, we show two examples of how explicit 3-D
models can improve image compression. The �rst example,
presented in Section 2, is a classic: model-based compres-
sion of head-and-shoulder views for videotelephony. The
second example (Section 3) is an area of recently increased
interest: compression of light �elds. An earlier version of
this paper has appeared in [1]. Relative to [1], we have
included new results in Section 3.

2. MODEL-AIDED COMPRESSION OF

VIDEOPHONE SEQUENCES

For videotelephony, we want to transmit the head-and-
shoulder view of a talking person. More than 15 years ago,
Forchheimer et al. have proposed a videotelephone sys-
tem based on a computer-animated 3-D head model [2] [3],
and many groups have investigated such systems since [4].
Impressive progress has been made in the automatic track-
ing of facial expressions over the last few years [5]. For
head-and-shoulder scenes, bit-rates of about 1 kbps with
acceptable quality can be achieved. Unfortunately, a major
drawback of such a system is still its limitation to a speci�c
3-D model and hence lack of generality.

In the following, we describe an extension of an H.263
video codec [6] that utilizes information from a model-based
codec. Instead of exclusively predicting the current frame
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Figure 1: Basic structure of the model-based codec.

of the video sequence from the previous decoded frame, pre-
diction from the synthetic frame of the model-based codec
is additionally allowed. The encoder decides which predic-
tion is more eÆcient in a rate-distortion sense. Hence, the
coding eÆciency does not decrease below H.263 when the
model-based codec cannot describe the current scene. On
the other hand, if the objects in the scene correspond to
the 3-D models in the codec, a signi�cant improvement in
coding eÆciency can be achieved.

2.1. Model-based Video Codec

The structure of a model-based codec is depicted in Fig. 1.
The encoder analyzes the incoming frames and estimates
the parameters of the 3-D motion and deformation of the
head model. These deformations are represented by a set
of facial animation parameters (FAPs) [7] that are entropy-
encoded and transmitted through the channel. The 3-D
head model and the facial expression synthesis are incorpo-
rated into the parameter estimation. The 3-D head model
consists of shape, texture, and the description of facial ex-
pressions. For synthesis of facial expressions, the transmit-
ted FAPs are used to deform the 3-D head model. Finally,
individual video frames are approximated by simply ren-
dering the 3-D head model.

In our model-based coder all FAPs are estimated simul-
taneously using a hierarchical optical ow based method
starting with an image of 88 x 72 pixels and ending with
CIF resolution. In the optimization an analysis-synthesis
loop is employed [8]. The mean squared error between the
rendered head model and the current video frame is min-
imized by estimating changes of the FAPs. To simplify
the optimization in the high-dimensional parameter space,
a linearized solution is directly computed using informa-
tion from the optical ow and motion constraints from the
head model. This approximative solution is used to com-
pensate the di�erences between the video frame and the
corresponding synthetic model frame. The remaining lin-
earization errors are reduced by repeating the procedure at
di�erent levels of resolution. For more details about the
model-based codec please refer to [5].

2.2. Proposed General Video Codec

Fig. 2 shows the architecture of the general, model-aided
video codec (MAC). This �gure depicts the well-known hy-
brid video coding loop that is extended by a model-based
codec. The model-based codec is running simultaneously to
the hybrid video codec, generating a synthetic model frame.
This model frame is employed as a second reference frame
for block-based motion compensated prediction (MCP) in
addition to the previous reconstructed reference frame. For
each block the video coder decides which of the two frames
to use for MCP. The bit-rate reduction for the proposed
scheme arises from those parts in the image that are well
approximated by the model frame. For these blocks, the
bit-rate required for transmission of the motion vector and
DCT coeÆcients for the residual coding is often highly re-
duced. For more details about the architecture and the
mode decision, see [9] in these proceedings.

2.3. Experimental Results

Experiments are conducted for the standard CIF video test
sequence Akiyo. The �rst 200 frames of this sequence are
encoded at 10 Hz using both the H.263 and the model-aided
H.263 coder. Since no head shape information from a 3-D
scan is available for this sequence, a generic 3-D head model
is used. Texture from the �rst video frame is mapped onto
the object.

For comparison of the proposed coder with the an-
chor, the state-of-the-art test model of the H.263 standard
(TMN-10), rate-distortion curves are generated by varying
the DCT quantizer parameter over the values 10; 15; 20; 25;

and 31. Bit-streams are generated that are decodable pro-
ducing the same PSNR values as at the encoder. In our
simulations, the data for the �rst intra-coded frame and
the initial 3-D model are excluded from the results. This
way we simulate steady-state behavior, i.e., we compare the
inter-frame coding performance of both codecs excluding
the transition phase at the beginning of the sequence.

We �rst show rate-distortion curves for the proposed
coder in comparison to the H.263 test model. The following
abbreviations are used for the two codecs:
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Figure 2: Structure of the proposed \model-aided" video
coder. Traditional block-based MCP from the previous de-
coded frame is extended by prediction from the current
model frame.

� TMN-10: The result produced by the H.263 test
model, TMN-10, using Annexes D, F, I, J, and T.

� MAC:Model-aided H.263 coder: H.263 extended by
model-based prediction with Annexes D, F, I, J, and
T enabled as well.
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Figure 3: Rate-distortion plot for the video sequence Akiyo.

Fig. 3 shows the results obtained for the test sequence
Akiyo. Signi�cant gains in coding eÆciency are achieved
compared to TMN-10. Bit-rate savings of about 35 % at
equal average PSNR are achieved at the low bit-rate end.

The upper half of Fig. 4 shows frame 150 of the TMN-
10 coder, while the lower half corresponds to the model-
aided coder. Both frames require about 720 bits. Signi�cant

visual improvements can be observed for the MAC codec.
More experimental results can be found in [9].

Figure 4: Frame 150 of the Akiyo sequence coded at the
same bit-rate using the TMN-10 and the MAC, upper im-
age: TMN-10 (31.08 dB PSNR, 720 bits), lower image:
MAC (33.19 dB PSNR, 725 bits).

3. LIGHT FIELD COMPRESSION

Light Field Rendering (LFR) constitutes a novel approach
to generating arbitrary 2-D images of static 3-D scenes [10,
11]. Traditional 3-D rendering relies on geometry models,
textures and lighting descriptions. In LFR, the scene's vi-
sual appearance from multiple viewing directions, its light
�eld, serves as basis for the rendering process. A light �eld
consists of an array of conventional 2-D images. To attain
photorealistic rendering results, light �elds typically contain
several thousand images, making data compression neces-
sary for rendering, storing and transmitting light �elds.

Even though LFR does not depend on object geometry,
light-�eld coding can bene�t from geometry information to
compensate disparity between images. Geometry has to
be inferred from the light-�eld images, as light �elds do
not contain explicit scene geometry. Disparity maps can be
derived for accurate disparity compensation between neigh-
boring light-�eld images (see [12] in these proceedings), yet



Figure 5: The Airplane light-�eld consists of a 2-D array of
8� 8 images.

images farther away can only be disparity-compensated at
lower image resolution. If the light-�eld scene exhibits tex-
ture or silhouette information, approximate 3-D object ge-
ometry can be reconstructed. 3-D geometry aids in coding
of light �elds by enabling disparity compensation of arbi-
trarily many light-�eld images over any distance at constant
geometry coding bit-rate.

Light-�eld coding with geometry information is demon-
strated using the Airplane light �eld shown in Fig. 5. First,
an approximate geometry model is derived from the 8 � 8
light-�eld images using the reconstruction algorithm de-
scribed in [13] (Fig. 6). To code the approximate geometry
model with adjustable accuracy, the Embedded Mesh Cod-
ing (EMC) algorithm described in [14] is employed to the
reconstructed Airplane geometry. Fig. 7 shows the model
coded at di�erent resolutions. The geometry is used to
generate high-resolution disparity maps for all images, and
the light �eld is hierarchically coded as described in [12].

In Fig. 8, geometry-aided coding performance is com-
pared with results from the disparity-map coder described
in [12] and a block-based light-�eld coder [15]. Bit-rate
for coding the geometry model is neglected to illustrate
the possible coding gain for light �elds consisting of several
thousand images: full 3-D geometry yields up to 25% better
compression over block disparity maps, and up to 40% lower
bit-rate is achieved compared to block-based light-�eld cod-
ing. If coding the geometry model is taken into account,
coding gain from explicit 3-D geometry compared to [12] is
minor for the Airplane light �eld because of the low number
of images to be coded. Fig. 9 depicts coding performance
for di�erent geometry resolutions if geometry bit-rate is in-
cluded. Note that this geometry bit-rate also includes the
\backside" of the airplane that is never visible in Fig. 5. De-
pending on reconstruction quality, optimum coding perfor-
mance is achieved with di�erent resolution models. While
low-resolution geometry models do not compensate dispar-

Figure 6: Approximate geometry model, reconstructed
from the Airplane light-�eld images.

ity well and might even introduce additional error, too de-
tailed geometry degrades coding performance due to the
increased geometry coding bit-rate. Optimum bit-rate al-
location between geometry and residual-error coding is at-
tained by selecting model resolution depending on overall
target bit-rate.

4. CONCLUSIONS

We have considered two very di�erent applications in this
paper: the model-based compression of head-and-shoulder
video sequences and the compression of 4-D light �elds.
Both applications have in common that essentially the same
3-D object is visible in many 2-D images, from di�erent
viewing angles or at di�erent time instances with deforma-
tion. We found that in both scenarios, an explicit geometry
model helps to reduce the bit-rate. As the overhead for en-
coding of geometry information is distributed over a large
number 2-D views, geometry-aided compression becomes
increasingly attractive. An unresolved question is the min-
imum number of views, beyond which geometry-aided en-
coding is superior.

Our examples also illustrate that waveform-coding and

1127 triangles
10866 bits

3.1% max. deviation

3835 triangles
39510 bits

0.4% max. deviation

Figure 7: Airplane geometry model, coded at di�erent reso-
lutions; maximum vertex displacement is measured relative
to model size.
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Figure 8: Rate-Distortion curves of di�erent coders for the
Airplane light �eld; geometry bit-rate is neglected.

3-D model-based coding are not competing alternatives but
should be combined to support and complement each other.
Both can be elegantly combined in a rate-distortion frame-
work, such that the generality of waveform coding and the
eÆciency of 3-D models are available where needed.
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